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Book Descriptions:

brownie 8 movie projector model a15 manual

The books of the nonbrownie cameras are mainly found elsewhere on the web. You can see them
online right now readable with Adobe Acrobat Reader and save the printable PDF version. The
projector has no wear or damage. Brownie 8 Movie Projector Model A15 Manual Vintage Keystone
Commander8 K108 8mm Movie Proj Kodak Brownie 8mm Movie Projector Model A15 in Box cable
not included manual.Movie Projectors ORIGINAL Instruction Manuals. Kodak Brownie 8 Movie
Projector Model 10 Instruction Manual. Kodak Caralux 8 Movie Projector Instruction Manual. Kodak
Projector User Manuals View and Download Kodak Carousel SAV 1010, EKTAGRAPHIC 220
Projector pdf manual.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Saying no will
not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please
update to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook
accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your
preferences in your account settings.Learn more Please Log in to subscribe.Register to confirm your
address. EE Series II Parts List Photocopy withDetailed repair information and an illustrated parts
list withDetailed repair information and an illustrated parts list withAutomatic 8 Projector Models 1
and 1P Repair Manual Manual. 16Illustrated parts list. Service and repair manual for Model 1
appliesMovie Projectors Parts List Manual A15 and A15E, 500 Model A5. Illustrated parts list and
exploded views. 21Model 750 Projector Parts List Manual Showtime Models A20, Full service and
repair instructions, detailed exploded views andHiMat 8 Projector Model. A35 Service Manual and
Parts List.The Models 1 and 10 are essentially
identical.http://gameranchmanagement.com/dalton-quantum-3213-manual.xml

brownie 8 movie projector model a15 manual, kodak brownie 8 movie projector model
a15 manual, brownie 8 movie projector model a15 manual, brownie 8 movie projector
model a15 manual pdf, brownie 8 movie projector model a15 manual download,
brownie 8 movie projector model a15 manual free, brownie 8 movie projector model
a15 manual 2017.

Detailed repairFull service and repair instructions, detailed exploded views andDetailed repair
information and an illustrated parts list withDetailed repair information and an illustrated parts list
withPageant Model 7K2, Model 8K5 Sound Projector Illustrated Parts List with exploded
views.Detailed repair information and an illustrated parts list withPageant MK4 MagneticOptical
Sound Projector Repair Manual. For Models with serial numbers from 65001. Detailed
illustratedSound Kodascope Model FS10N Projector Service, Repair and Parts. Manual. Detailed
illustrated service and repair manual with parts listKodascope Royal BP16, Kodascope Analyst
BP16R, Kodascope Analyst. BP16AR and Kodascope Analyst II BP16AR Projectors Parts List
withStandards. Illustrated Parts List with Exploded Views plus Repair Standards. 15Instamatic M10,
Projectors Service Manual and Parts List Parts list with stripdown illustrations and exploded views.
19 pages,Parts List withInstamatic M67, Projectors ServiceInstamatic M70 and M90
MovieInstamatic M80,Parts List withInstamatic M100 and M100A Repair Manual for the M100 and
M100A and the M100 Parts List. FullFull service and repair instructions, detailed exploded views
andFull service and repair instructions, detailed exploded views andEktagraphic Sound 8 Projector
Manual. Service instructions, no parts listing. Movideck 425,Ektasound 235 and 245 Movie Projector
Repair Manual 1973. Detailed service and repair instructions, illustrated with repairViews. Full
service and repair instructions, detailed exploded views andCovers Models 500, 500C, 510, 510C,
520, 520C and 540 Repeating. Projector. Complete service and repair instructions,
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illustratedManual. Illustrated numbered parts list and exploded views. ServiceCarousel 600,Service
manual and parts list with stripdown illustrations. IncludesRepair Manual. Detailed repair
information and an illustrated parts list withCarousel Projectors ModelsFully
illustrated.http://www.astwa.pl/screenface/screenmain/upload/dalton-manual-2013.xml

A compilation of the parts and service manuals onCoverage includes Models 600, 600H, 650, 650H,
700, 750, 750H,Repair Manual Photocopy. Service manual and parts list with stripdown illustrations.
IncludesCovers Models 4200, 4200 K, 4200 KK, 4200 J, 4400, 4600, 4600 K, 4600. KK, 5200, 5200 K,
5400, 5600, 5600 KK, 5600 J, Medalist AF, MedalistEktagraphic III New Look Slide Projector Repair
Manual. For Models A. KKA, JA, ATS, JATS, AMT, JAMT, BR, EPLUS, JE PLUS and KKE PLUS.
Covers replacement and installation of parts and components,Fully illustrated with exploded views
and component diagrams. AOther Kodak Repair Manuals see Kodak. Movies Cameras Still Cameras
Shutters For ordering information, goMap. I have a couple of these projector s which I cant seem to
get working. I have loaded a reel of film in and turned the switch to project but there is no
movement. I. How can I stop the film from continously jumping. I have adjusted every nob and
looked inside to find nothing out of the The film seems to be locked up in there, and only the few
inches of film in the gentle curve above the lens seems to feed thro The film is loaded correctly with
gentle curves above and below the lens, however the center sprocket wheel does not rotate, and.
Spin it with your hand to see if it binds. It. It will turn to the rewind position but not Project. Does it
have to be pushed in. I hate to force it. It will turn to the rewind position but not Project. I hate to
force it. Search engine cached pages are probably not current. Prices do not include shipping All
listings current. Sold items deleted daily. Still Cameras. Includes parts and service manual. Reprint
of the original service and parts manual from Kodak, originally dated 1947. Exploded views, step by
step disassebly, service and reassembly instructions. Complete exploded views, parts information,
service instructions for these cameras. Complete exploded views, parts information, service
instructions for this camera.

Complete exploded views, parts listings, service information on this series of cameras. Reprinted
from the original Kodak factory manuals. Complete exploded views, parts listing, service and repair
information on this series of Kodak cameras. Includes complete exploded views, parts listing;
complete service and repair information. One of the NatCam repair booklets with more than 80 large
closeup photographs of the camera interior, and extensive service information. Not bound; punched
for threering binder. Total of 52 sheets; covers the entire series of Instant cameras, flash units, etc.
Probably printed by Kodak from microfiche. Includes exploded views, parts listing, full service
information.Still good reference. Still good reference. Still, good source and offered at substantially
less than Kodaks price. Still, good source and offered at substantially less than Kodaks price.Still
good reference. Reprinted from the original Kodak factory manual. Great exploded views of this unit.
Complete exploded views, schematics, parts listing; and original service manual, 78pp, fully illus.
Detail service and maintenance information. Both large format, fully illus. Complete setup,
disassembly, parts replacement and service information.Includes parts and service manual. Appears
to be complete set; seven sheets. A compilation of the parts and service manuals on this new series
of Carousel slide projectors; includes Models 4200, 4200K, 4200KK, 4200J, 4400, 4600, 4600K,
4600KK, 5200, 5200K, 5400, 5600, 5600KK, 5600J. Complete exploded views, parts lists, full service
and repair information. A compilation of the parts and service manuals on this new series of
Carousel slide projectors; includes Models 4200, 4200K, 4200KK, 4200J, 4400, 4600, 4600K,
4600KK, 5200, 5200K, 5400, 5600, 5600KK, 5600J, Medalist AF, Medalist I and II. Appears to be
complete set; five sheets.

A compilation of the parts and service manuals on the Ektagraphic III series of slide projectors;
includes Models A, KKA, JA, ATS, JATS, AM, AMT, JAMT, B, BR, E, EPLUS, JE PLUS, KKE PLUSS.
Original factory service manual; exploded views, parts list, full service information. EX, punched for
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threering binder. Complete exploded views, parts listing; and complete service and repair
information for this projector. Complete exploded views, parts listing for this series of
projectors.Complete exploded views, parts listing.Includes complete illus.Comprehensive reprint of
the parts and service manuals on the entire line of Kodak shutters at the time Dakon, Flash Dakon
and Diomatic, Flash 200, Kodon, Kodamatic, Flash Supermatic with various lenses and Medalist II,
Graphic Flash Supermatic, Supermatic X, Synchro 300, SynchroRapid 800.Exploded views, parts
listing.EX, becoming quite scarce. Originally published by Focal Press, this was the 5th edition of
this comprehensive pocket guide. It covers models up through the Model II. Scarce booklet on the
Retina system, showing the cameras, all the accessories, etc. Superb descriptive brochure on these
two cameras, with full specs, information, accessories, etc. Also includes price list on back page.
Dealer name stamped on reverse, else EX. Faithful reprint of the original Kodak parts and service
manuals on these cameras. Includes Retina IIIS, Retina Reflex, Retina Reflex S, Retina Reflex III and
Retina Reflex IV. As you move into the later models, much service information for earlier models is
referenced, not repeated; hence this combination of books. All will clean up nicely no major damages
620 has some peeling on the top. Vintage Kodak cameras You are the light of the world. You are
buying a scanned copy of the instructions only.

WE HAVE NO FACILITIES FOR COLLECTION If you have less than 5 feedbacks please contact us
before bidding, other wise your bid might be blocked automatically If you have any concerns about
this item after purchase please mail us BEFORE LEAVING FEEDBACK so that we can resolve it to
your satisfaction. Thanks. COMBINED POSTAGE SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT ITEMS ARE
CHARGED AT 50% STATED POSTAGE RATE AFTER THE MOST EXPENSIVE POSTAGE RATE
WHERE IT IS POSSIBLE TO COMBINE ITEMS. THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR OVERSEAS POSTAGE
AS WE PAY BY THE GRAM. All items are insured to cover loss or damage some sellers will charge
you extra for this. Courier charge for mainland England other areas please ask. Europe courier
charge is for MAINLAND Europe not various Islands e.g. Cyprus, Malta etc. If unsure please ask.
Super high amount of views. 3 sold, 28 available. More Super high amount of views. 3 sold, 28
available. You are the light of the world. Please see pictures. I always strive to achieve 100%
feedback, if you have any issues arising with your purchase, please contact me and I will do my best
to resolve the problem. The postage shown here is for the UK mainland. For all other UK regions,
Highlands and Islands, I will provide you with an updated postage cost. The projectoris in excellent
operational condition, the outer package is also in reasonablecondition. It is fully manual and very
reliable, has triple condenser with aheat shield. Will postby Royal Mail 2nd Class. Dispatched with
DPD Next Day. Sold as seen. Dispatched with pack link 2nd Class. It doesnt have a power cord so Im
unable to test it no cartridges either though it came from a very nice house clearance, Ive been
assured it does work and aesthetically its all in good order so I see no reason why it wont be in full
working order though without the cord, I cant guarantee it. Courier Delivery 23 days 12.00 over
10kg when securely packaged Collection from ST11 9ND available. Normal eBay and PayPal rules
apply.

Payment by PayPal preferred, all payments to be received within 3 days of end date please. Any
questions, please ask. Condition used. The unit is working, see photo. Please note that although I
will protect the bulb as best I can I cannot guarentee the bulb will arrive working after transit. In
excellent condition, it is free from scratches and mould etc. Presented in a brown box. Lens has been
writtem on it in pencil. Please see the pictures. ITEM SPECIFICS Condition Excellent Manufacturer
Type Slide Projectors Era 1950s SHIPPING We are happy to post Worldwide, please see the item
description for the relevant charges. Postage will be combined for multiple purchases, upon
purchase we will provide you with an invoice including a combined postage cost. All of our items are
dispatched securely in high quality, first generation shipping supplies, please trust us with your
order and buy with us in absolute confidence. If you place your order prior to 2pm we will dispatch



with your chosen postage option on the same day. PAYMENT We accept PayPal. Please contact us if
you have any questions. Super condition. Check out my other listings Savings can be made with
combined postage. This achingly retro projector hasnt been used for many years and sadly doesnt
currently power up, so will need a good service before any further use. The outer casing has quite a
few marks but seems to be dentfree and will look good aftera thorough clean. Happy to send within
the UK or Europe at the rates shown. If you have any questions please feel free to ask and Ill try to
answer as best I can. Helens, United Kingdom Feedback 4402 100% Brand Gnome Type Slide
Projectors Movie Film Format 6x6 large format slides A wonderful looking vintage Gnome slide
projector, with solid metal body and very nice great paint finish. Dating from the 1950s it is for large
format 6x6 slides and NOT standard 35mm slides. It comes with 2 nice, good quality lenses. No box,
packaging or instructions.

Tested and working well, very bright clear picture. The slide carrier could do with some lubrication
to get it to move better, its slightly jolty. For transit, I will remove the bulb and wrap separately to
try to protect it as much as possible. Postage by Hermes Tracked. Loads of other similar items on
sale, please visit my shop, always happy to combine shipping on any multiple purchases. Im original
box and made in England. The projector works perfectly and the lens is fantastic and very sharp. For
its age, this was and still is a fantastic piece of kit. There are some slides with the projector. They
consist of various family shots from original owner. It will be sent out with a courier service to
ensure safety. Dispatched with Other 48h Courier. During the recent Covid outbreak we have a
responsible delivery team taking all precautions with advised PPE. If needed they can deliver your
larger item to your door and NOT in to your house. This will enable people to STAY AT HOME and
still get the items they need. For this service our charges solely aim to cover the costs of your
delivery. Please get in touch for a quote. Many Thanks and keep safe. PostageWe use a number of
courier services in order to offer the best value postage for our customers. We cannot take
responsibility for damages during transit but can provide added insurance and faster services at
extra cost. Please get in touch with our team for a quote. Where possible we will offer free postage.
Prices are charged at 1.50 per mile using google maps from our depot at LE12 9AE. Please check
our store opening times and notify us, through Ebay, to arrange pick up. That way we can have your
item ready to take away. Beautiful case, like an airstream Fully working, I rewired the mains cable
as the old one was falling apart, the new cable was too thick for the old Bakelite inline switch so I’ll
include that too.White area is approx. 100 cm X 75 cm Free shipping. Contact me with any questions
Thank you.

becro-plast.hr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16274b6925d1a1---
brother-fax-575-service-manual.pdf

Has surface wear and scratches to the projector, and the 2 small lens pieces and one black piece of
surrounding plastic come loose, but stay in place fine in operation see final photo. This could be
easily repaired but we will leave this for the buyer. The film strips are all excellent, except for one
Billy Bunter strip which has split. The box has wear to edges and corners and some tears to the
inner tray, but is very good overall See photos.Stands 108 cm high. The table measures 30 wide x 41
cm deep. Can be used as a plant stand or similar piece of furniture. Looks really good, see photos for
details and condition. With original but tatty box. Frame is all metal so no plastic bits to break. Small
marks at very bottom on each edge which dont effect use and should clean off but i needed to pack
screen away and didnt want to do so with the screen damp. We usually post on the weekday
following payment. We will message you if there is likely to be any delay if we are away. Equally if
you need something urgently please message us. We may be able to post on Saturdays if we are
using Royal Mail, or use a carrier which may get to you quicker than quoted in the listing. Large
item so uk only and post to outlying areas may be higher. See photos for details and condition and
message if you need further details or photos. Sold for display or sounds like essy fix. Dispatched

http://dag.ru/becro-plast.hr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16274b6925d1a1---brother-fax-575-service-manual.pdf
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with Royal Mail 2nd Class. Untested and no power cable In original case with the handle missing
and scratches to the cases paint. The projector is just dusty from being attic stored for decades.
Stands approx 14 inches tall. Collection in person from Forest Hill, South London SE23. The cost of
delivery by ParcelForce express48 is high due to the length and weight of this item. Buy with
confidence see my positive feedback. Please feel free to email any questions, thank
you.Unfortunately no batteries to check the item. Requires a drive belt.Dispatched with Royal Mail
2nd Class. Sold exactly as in pics.

Untested due to the plug type. Comes with slides of plants, lamp receipt, string, fused plug box and
second previous plug, box and a Mazda projector lamp untested but think good. Tested and working
perfectly. Good quality item with a sturdy case, with a builtin compartment for storage of slides and
accessories in base. See pictures for the best description of item and cosmetic condition. For a more
in depth condition report or for any other queries please contact us direct POSTAGE AND
PACKAGING SMALL ITEMS Most of our small items include free UK postage. All our items are
carefully packaged in new bubble wrap and posted in cardboard boxes. smaller items will be sent in
padded envelopes Most of our items are dispatched the following working day, after payment has
been received. Please bare in mind if you purchase something on a friday, it will not be dispatched
until monday morning.DELIVERY OPTIONS FOR LARGER ITEMS Local delivery can be arranged by
us up to 50 miles from Llanelli. Items will be inspected and photographed by ourselfs before being
loaded. We can bubble wrap and pallet wrap items of furniture 10 for small items, 20 for larger
when they have left us it is your responsibilty to ensure that the item is insured for transport. One
plastic and made for Buena Vista International a subsidiary of Disney and the other metal and
originally for Danish Dogme Film Festen aka The Celebration. Items are approx 38cm x 4cm. Items
are in vintage used working condition with obvious signs of age, use, marks, dirt, rust and wear.
Please see pictures for condition before purchase, thank you I will send your item via tracked
delivery courier service. The projector comes in its original tatty box and includes 4 carousel
cartridges. This does include the forward and reverse cable but no mains cable so this is untested.

We will do everything we can to make shopping on godblessthismess a good one but if things do ever
go wrong all we ask is for a little contact to give us a chance to sort them out. Please be aware that I
do not stop auctions unless items are damaged in storage. If I put something on auction it stays
running until the finish, which is only fair to the majority of eBay users. If you spot a mistake on any
of our listings or a photo missing then please be kind enough to let us know. In full working order
and good cosmetic condition. The case is in good condition and features working clasps. Easy to use,
simply insert the slide magazine in the rear and it will automatically advance when you move the
slide handle. Payment PayPal Preferred Shipping Your item will be carefully packed and dispatched
within 24 hours MonFri of receiving payment. Items will be sent tracked. Most items will be posted
the next day after receiving payment. Terms of Sale If for any reason you are not happy with your
purchase please return to us within 30 days. Goods must be returned carriage paid. Refund of
purchase price will be refunded by the same method as payment was made. Postage and packing
will not be refunded. If your item is faulty or we have sent you something different to what you
ordered, again please return to us within 30 days and we will give you a full refund or replacement.
Including postage and packing.Any questions feel free. This projector has been used recently and
still works fine. It plays 8mm film only, NOT Super8. Original manual and spools included.THE
simple solution for eBay sellers.There is some light wear and scratching to the projector. See all 9
photos for details please. Please have a close look at photos as to what youll receive. Motor and lamp
don’t operate, but reassuring hum from sound system which varies with volume control. Motor will
run intermittently.

There is some what looks like oxidation on the inside of the alloy case and some of this may dropped
on the power switch causing the failure to power up. see photos. Sold as is for renovation. This is



one of a number of projectors we have collected over time but now need the space. Please message
if you want further details or photos. Cable is old so I have not tried to power up. Lamp looks ok.
Looks really good, with case and manual Please message if you want further details or photos. Do
Take A Look At My Other Projectors and Films and Slides in My Shop. Happy Ebaying! PLEASE
READ PAYMENT PAYPAL ONLY I have been selling on EBay for a number of years and strive to
offer a quality service, with many returning customers. All items are dispatched within 1 business
day. As per Royal Mail’s policy, an item is not considered as lost until after 15 business days.If you
do not receive your item I will issue a full refund 15 business days after dispatch date, once an Ebay
case has been opened. I can provide proof of posting for all items. Return Policy If the item is not as
described in the listing, or arrives damaged, I will accept a return. Please do not take offence if I ask
for photographic proof of the damaged item. Please direct all enquiries through the Ebay messaging
system to ensure a quick response. I do not reply to personal emails. Once you have received your
item, please leave feedback if you are happy with my service. If you are unhappy for any reason
please contact me via anEbay message PRIOR TO LEAVING FEEDBACK OR RATINGS to enable me
to rectify the situation. I always try my best to help.PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT
INFORMATION Normal 0 false false false ENGB XNONE XNONE I am a long standing and honest
eBay seller who values my customers and their needs. Faulty items will be replaced, repaired or
refunded, a refund will only be issued once the item has been returned, tested and proven to be
faulty.

If you would like to return your purchase because it is not suitable please contact me within 24
hours of receipt. Once the return has been agreed the item must be returned immediately at the
buyers expense, postage is nonrefundable. I reserve the right to refuse any item received back not in
a resalable condition. Any refunds will be made by the same method as the original payment. When
an item is returned to me from Royal Mail or from a courier because of a failed delivery and
arrangements were not made to redeliver or collect by the buyer, I will resend the item when the full
cost of redelivery is made.Thank you for looking. This make is very high quality and easy to use.
They are also a very elegant period design. This one is shown working, with a screen shot
remarkable quality for 8mm I think. It comes with plug, its original box no instructions, though if you
wish to collect in person this can be shown working, and threaded up which is very straightforward,
and it has a smart take up reel. This could be displayed or used. Bulb Good! Some wear to paint on
lens housing and top piece. Please see pics. Comes in original carry. Original instruction booklet.
Tested and in good working order with original instructions and spare bulb. No acetate reels or
acetate sheets. Collection in person only.The complete eBay Selling Solution. Working, PAT tested.
Some cosmetic age wear and some small rust spots seen in the picture. Projector is designed for
240v British electrical connection only, If purchased oversees, please do contact your local
electrician as lamp may not work on foreign electrical connection and may require rewiring to match
foreign electrical standards. Comes boxed with manual and 36 slide straight magazine. In good
condition for age. Tested and works correctly. Carry case is worn but is to be expected with the age.
No serious damage, mostly off colouring and corner wear. Perfect piece for any collector or Slide
projector enthusiast.

Does not come with any spare lamps and does not come with a slide charger. The manual is water
damaged and frayed along the bottom but all of it can still be read. The stickers on the box are
damaged around the edges. The box is quite worn. The projector appears to be in very good
condition. It needs a flat head screwdriver to open it. It has not been tested. The mains lead is inside
the box but the wires are cut and there is no plug attached. There is a plaque missing from the case
of the projector. Has been well looked after and kept in its original box. Included is the mains power
cable, a spare take up reel, and the original manufacturers instructions. Free UK shipping, cheap
shipping to Europe, ask me for a quote. Washable White Snow Surface Please note collection only.
Bournemouth Thanks for looking. Vintage Amprosound Projector made by the Ampro Corporation in



Chicago most likely in the 1940s It seems to be in fairly good condition although it doesnt have a
mains lead so we cant test it its listed here as spares or repair. Its complete with its original hard
case and even a Mazda bulb which we found in a compartment in the case. Its a really nice looking
old thing and we dont want to part with it.Due to the weight of this items its listed here as collection
in person from Woolston in Warrington, Cheshire between 9am Monday to Thursday, 9am 1pm
Fridays or 1012 Saturdays Well need an accurate day and time for collection as this is in an
unmanned storage unit. Sorry but due to eBays policy on sending contact details we cant respond to
messages asking for an address or to arrange a viewing.Thanks for reading all the waffle and good
luck. PLEASE NOTE while this comes with a bulb please assume you will need a new bulb. The bulb
is currently working and I will leave it with the projector but they don’t always survive the postage.
For this reason please note you will need a replacement bulb. Working order very nice projector.

Marks on the outer cover from where it has been kept. Particular on the top part. Comes with a
spare reel that the wire is currently round. Projector and advertising sheet only. The projector is
untested and sold as seen. The adapter is missing its plug so we cant test with that. The battery
compartment looks nice and clean though. The projector is in excellent cosmetic condition.Will need
rewiring Dispatched with Royal Mail 2nd Class. This projector is all original and in excellent
condition. It has all its original wiring and round 3 pin plug. Inside is very clean and bulb looks fine.
Ive no adaptor for the three pin round plug so have been unable to test. But judging by how clean
and the condition wouldnt expect to be any problems. Wear commensurate with age and use Heavy
item. I will ship internationally but please ask for quote before bidding. It may be different than
price quoted in listing. I will ship within 5 days of cleared payment. I also offer collection in person.
Payment via PayPal or cash on collection. Collection must be within 14 days of end of auction unless
otherwise arranged through eBay messaging. Thank you for looking and please check out my other
items which maybe of interest. This projector takes 2x2 inch slide transparencies. It has a slide
carrier.The lens is an Anastigmat 100mm f2.8. Comes in a wooden case. 42x23x34cms During the
recent Covid outbreak we have a responsible delivery team taking all precautions with advised PPE.


